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HOME AGAIN? 
Miranda and Blake 

both took the stage at both took the stage at 
the ACM Honors on the ACM Honors on 

Aug. 30. Backstage, a Aug. 30. Backstage, a 
source says, the exes source says, the exes 
had a friendly chat.had a friendly chat.
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ore than a year a�er ore than a year a�er 
their sudden (and their sudden (and 
somewhat rancorous) somewhat rancorous) 
split, peace seems to split, peace seems to 
have broken out have broken out 
between Blake between Blake 

Shelton and Miranda Shelton and Miranda 

Lambert: While the Lambert: While the 
once-married country stars were once-married country stars were 
careful not to be photographed careful not to be photographed 
together at the ACM Honors awards together at the ACM Honors awards 
show in Nashville on Aug. 30, they show in Nashville on Aug. 30, they 
had a run-in backstage, and a source had a run-in backstage, and a source 
says the vibe was far less frosty than says the vibe was far less frosty than 
might have been expected. “They might have been expected. “They 
said hello, and everyone thought that said hello, and everyone thought that 
would be that,” a source says. “Then would be that,” a source says. “Then 
Blake cracked a joke, and the next Blake cracked a joke, and the next 
anyone knew, they were having a real anyone knew, they were having a real 
conversation.” The source says the conversation.” The source says the 
exes then retreated behind closed exes then retreated behind closed 
doors for some privacy. doors for some privacy. 

While no one has suggested that While no one has suggested that 
anything untoward happened between anything untoward happened between 
Blake, 40, and his 32-year-old ex-wife, Blake, 40, and his 32-year-old ex-wife, 
his current love, 46-year-old pop star his current love, 46-year-old pop star 
Gwen Stefani, may not be convinced. Gwen Stefani, may not be convinced. 
“Blake told Gwen right away about his “Blake told Gwen right away about his 
encounter with Miranda,” says another encounter with Miranda,” says another 
insider. “He thought she’d be happy insider. “He thought she’d be happy 
they’d gotten the chance to call some they’d gotten the chance to call some 
things water under the bridge. Instead, things water under the bridge. Instead, 
though, it sent her into a panic.”though, it sent her into a panic.”

“ “

MIRANDA 
DOESN’T�EVEN 
CARE�ABOUT 
RUMORS�THAT 
GWEN�CALLS 
HER ‘TRASH.’ 
SHE�KNOWS 
THAT�BLAKE 
WON’T�STAND  
FOR�IT. 
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FUR�GOES�FLYING 
Far from being pleased for her 

boyfriend that a weight had been 

li�ed from his shoulders, Gwen flew 

into a rage. In fact, the source says, 

she promptly sent a text message to 

Miranda telling her to “stay away 

from Blake.” And, the source adds, it 

didn’t end there: Soon there was a 

flurry of angry messages going back 

and forth between the two women. 

“Gwen went on a rampage, and 

Miranda didn’t hold back either.” 

The source speculates that Gwen is 

feeling particularly insecure about her 

11-month romance with Blake because, 

now that she’s on tour and he’s getting 

ready to hit the road, they’re seeing far 

less of each other than they have at 

any point since they got together. 

“They’re not used to being away from 

each other, and Gwen’s getting eachothher,anndGwwensgettinng

TAYLOR�SWIFT�&�HARRY�STYLES
�����MTV�VMAS

Accepting for “I Knew You Were 
Trouble,” Tay said, “I want to thank 
the person who inspired this song...

He knows exactly who he is.” Cue 
cameras zooming in on Harry.

concerned about what Blake might 

get up to. She never had to worry 

when they were working on The Voice, 

because they were in near-constant 

contact.” That unusual closeness 

helped to build their relationship, but it 

also kept Gwen from having to face 

her fears of infidelity, which of course 

had been an issue in her marriage to 

rocker Gavin Rossdale, 50. “Gwen’s 

already distressed about Blake 

heading out on tour,” the insider 

explains. “This moment with Miranda is 

playing havoc with Gwen’s confidence.” 

MIRANDA�ON�TOP
For Miranda, though, the encounter 

had the opposite e�ect — the icing on 

the cake to a few weeks’ worth of 

triumphs, from the chart-topping 

success of her single “Vice” (based  

onon her divorce) to her receiving a  heron her divorce) to her receiving a  divorce)on her divorce) to her receiving a  toon her divorce) to her receiving a  heron her divorce) to her receiving a  receivingon her divorce) to her receiving a  aon her divorce) to her receiving a  

special award from ACM for 

“uncompromising integrity and 

steadfastness of spirit.” Miranda “was 

already feeling strong and confident,” 

the insider says. “Getting a bunch of 

crazy texts from Gwen would be the 

cherry on top for her at this point.”

Miranda’s also completely 

unbothered by the rumor that Gwen 

insists on referring to her as “trash,” 

because she knows it’s likely causing 

discord between Gwen and Blake. 

“Blake’s not vengeful or petty,” the 

insider says. “Miranda thinks that kind 

of talk just reflects poorly on Gwen.”

Based on the liveliness of all the 

involved parties, the insider predicts 

that more spats between the women 

might be in the o�ng. “God help them 

all if they come face to face anytime 

soon,” the source muses. Say, at the 

CMAsCMAs in November? Stay tuned!inCMAs in November? Stay tuned!November?CMAs in November? Stay tuned!StayCMAs in November? Stay tuned!tuned!CMAs in November? Stay tuned!

A�GLAMOROUS�MINEFIELD

BRAD�PITT�&�JENNIFER�ANISTON�
�����OSCARS

When Jen took the stage to present, 
she had to face her ex and Angelina 
Jolie, seated front and center, faces 

frozen in polite amusement. 

TAYLOR SWIF
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JUSTIN�BIEBER�&�SELENA�GOMEZ
�����GRAMMYS

This on-o� pair reportedly went out 
of their way to avoid each other; 

a�er Justin won his first Grammy, she 
o�ered a pat “very happy for him.”

y,
ppy for hiim.””

BEN�AFFLECK�&�JEN�GARNER� 
�����OSCARS

Though Ben looked glum most of the 
night, the exes were seen embracing 

at the Vanity Fair party, perhaps a 
sign that their divorce, announced the 

previous summer, might not stick. 

OK! 

AWARDS�SHOWS�ARE�THE�ONE 

PLACE�HOLLYWOOD�EXES�CAN'T 

AVOID�EACH�OTHER

CALVIN�HARRIS�
&�RITA�ORA
�����TEEN�

CHOICE�
AWARDS

Calvin made 
sure his ex Rita 
wouldn’t enjoy 

the ceremony by 
legally blocking 

her from 
performing their 
single, ironically 

named “I Will 
Never Let You 

Down.” 
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